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Abstract

The quality of the classroom environment, including ventilation, air quality and thermal conditions, has an important
impact on children’s health and academic achievements. The use of portable HEPA filter air cleaners is widely
suggested as a strategy to mitigate exposure to particulate matter and airborne viruses. However, there is a need
to quantify the relative benefits of such devices including the impacts on energy use. We present a simple coupled
dynamic thermal and air quality model and apply it to naturally ventilated classrooms, representative of modern
and Victorian era construction. We consider the addition of HEPA filters with, and without, reduced opening of
windows, and explore concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2), PM2.5, airborne viral RNA, classroom temperature
and energy use. Results indicate the addition of HEPA filters was predicted to reduce PM2.5 by 40–60% and viral
RNA by 30–50% depending on the classroom design and window opening behaviour. The energy cost of running
HEPA filters is likely to be only 1%–2% of the classroom heating costs. In scenarios when HEPA filters were on
and window opening was reduced (to account for the additional clean air delivery rate of the filters), the heating
cost was predicted to be reduced by as much as -13%, and these maximum reductions grew to -46% in wintertime
simulations. In these scenarios the HEPA filters result in a notable reduction in PM2.5 and viral RNA, but the
CO2 concentration is significantly higher. The model provides a mechanism for exploring the relative impact of
ventilation and air cleaning strategies on both exposures and energy costs, enabling an understanding of where
trade-offs lie.
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1. Introduction

School classrooms are ubiquitous and society’s young people spend long durations within them, with the pri-
mary aim of their education and betterment; yet there is growing evidence that poor indoor conditions can have a
negative impact on students’ health, comfort, and academic achievements [1, 2]. Schools serve as a second home to
students. Nearly ten million pupils in the UK attend schools, dedicating almost 30% of their lives to this setting.
While at school, they spend about 70% of their time inside classrooms [1–3]. Compared to other work and public
environments, classrooms are significantly more crowded, with a density that is about four times higher than that
found in office settings [4]. Numerous studies have revealed that school environments often fall short in terms of
quality and are generally in worse condition than office spaces and homes [5–7]. This includes particular concerns
around air quality, ventilation and thermal comfort.

Vulnerable groups, including young children, are particularly susceptible to air pollutants [8–10] and those with
existing health issues, such as lower respiratory diseases—which are notably prevalent among children of primary
school age—are also at heightened risk from air pollution exposure [11]. Due to their developing immune systems
and lower body weight, children are especially sensitive to environmental pollutants, as they inhale more air in
proportion to their size compared to adults [12]. Previous research indicates a correlation between exposure to
particulate matter (PM) and negative effects on the cardiovascular and respiratory systems in children [13, 14].
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Exposure to air pollutants from indoor and outdoor sources may negatively influence primary school children’s
intellectual and cognitive development, potentially leading to a decline and impaired learning abilities. For example
[15] found that children attending schools in areas with high pollution levels exhibited less cognitive development
growth compared to those in areas with lower air pollution levels. A meta-analysis [16] on the impact of class-
room temperature on children’s school performance also shows a clear impact on students’ academic achievements.
Analysis of London schools revealed that air quality inside classrooms is often poorer than outdoor conditions, with
concentrations of PM10 and PM2.5 surpassing WHO recommended limits [17]. The significance of this lies in the
considerable amount of time children spend in classrooms, where the levels of particulate matter PM2.5 and PM10

can vary greatly due to factors like indoor sources, and particle resuspension [18], as well as entry of pollutants
from outdoor environments [19].

Classroom environments have come under greater scrutiny during the COVID-19 pandemic, with growing evi-
dence that airborne exposure is an important transmission mechanism for the SARS-CoV-2 virus and other respi-
ratory viruses [20]. Pre-pandemic evidence suggests classroom ventilation is correlated to illness absence [21], and
several studies during the pandemic point to school ventilation as a factor in exposure [22, 23]. Studies also suggest
the spread of respiratory infections may correlate with the levels of PM2.5 particles present in classroom environ-
ments [24–27]. National guidance requires adequate ventilation in schools [28], however several studies measuring
the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) as a proxy for ventilation, suggest that standards may not always be
met [29, 30]. A large proportion of UK schools are naturally ventilated, yet these usually rely on opening windows
which can pose a substantial challenge to thermal comfort, particularly in cold or wet weather. Concerns have also
been raised over the impact of opening windows on energy consumption, especially as energy prices have increased
over the past two years.

Improving ventilation is necessary in many schools, but can be costly and take time to retrofit. Air cleaning
approaches are potentially a rapid intervention that can reduce exposure to both air pollutants and respiratory
viruses, and can mitigate some of the challenges with opening windows for ventilation. Air cleaners employ various
operating principles and filtration techniques. However, those with the highest efficiency, capable of capturing
sub-micron particles, feature high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Previous studies have demonstrated
that mechanical filters, such as HEPA filtration purifiers, effectively reduce indoor pollution/particles and provide
cardiovascular and respiratory advantages to individuals [31–34]. Air cleaners have been installed in schools as an
intervention to protect children from air pollution including in China [35, 36], Korea [37] and the UK [35, 38, 39].
A study in China [40] found that implementing the addition of air cleaners in classrooms could lead to reductions
in excess of 20% in personal PM2.5 exposure. In the USA Aldekheel et al. [41] showed that using the air cleaner at
its highest flow rate might raise the particle decay rate from 3.9–4.8 h−1 (without the air cleaner) to 6.5–6.7h−1.
Air cleaners also received considerable attention during the COVID-19 outbreak [42].

The performance of air cleaners is influenced by factors such as the size of the room, the device clean air delivery
rate (CADR), and the placement of the air purifier within the building [43, 44]. There is good evidence that they
mix the air within rooms and reduce the concentration of particles, including viruses. However, the effectiveness
of using an air cleaner compared to the alternative approach of using natural ventilation to reduce exposure to
particles and viruses has not been evaluated. In particular, the significance of combining air quality and thermal
performance modelling in naturally ventilated school classrooms to evaluate the effectiveness of standalone HEPA
unit air cleaners, their energy cost and their health impacts has not been extensively studied. The majority of
research in schools has concentrated solely on the advantages of utilising air cleaners. Only a handful of studies
have taken into account the operational costs associated with air cleaners when evaluating their impact on reducing
exposure, as well as the balance between benefits and these costs. The aim of this paper is to develop a modelling
approach that:

1. Proposes a simplified model for evaluating air quality and thermal comfort in classrooms, based on the
assumption of “well-mixed” air conditions in a standard UK classroom size.

2. Analyses the cost-effectiveness of lowering occupants’ exposure to indoor PM2.5 using air cleaners in various
intervention scenarios for modern and Victorian classrooms, factoring in both the advantages and energy
consumption control.

3. Simulates the classroom’s thermal environment, considering the properties of external walls, window openings,
and their interactions with the classroom’s thermal mass.
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The modelling approach developed aims to enable exploration of trade-offs between energy, comfort and air quality,
and lays a solid foundation for optimising engineering control strategies for a healthier and sustainable classroom
indoor environment.

2. Methods

2.1. Model

A method to simultaneously model the air quality and thermal performance of school classrooms, naturally
ventilated by both wind and buoyancy (temperature differences), is presented. The model is intended to be the
simplest form capable of assessing classroom performance both in the presence, and absence, of standalone HEPA
filter units. We assume that the air within the classroom is ‘well-mixed’ such that the temperatures and pollutant
concentrations are uniform, but are enabled to be different to those outdoors. The internal geometry of the classroom
is approximated by a cuboid of volume Va = Lc × Wc × Hc, where Lc = 10m and Wc = 5.5m are set to be the
length and width of the classroom such that Lc ×Wc = 55m2 as is regarded as typical in the UK, e.g.[45, 46], and
its height, Hc (which is varied between classroom type, see §2.3.1).

We assume all airflows are incompressible and Boussinesq; such that air can be considered to be of constant
density, herein ρa = 1.27 kgm−3; provided that differences in the density of air (here arising due to temperature
differences) are accounted for via incorporation of a buoyancy term within the equations of motion. Buoyancy (or
reduced gravity) being defined as β g∆T , with β being the thermal expansion coefficient of air (herein taken to be
β = 1/300K−1), g the gravitational acceleration and ∆T = Ta − Tout is the temperature difference between the
classroom air and that outside. One consequence of these assumptions is that consideration of the fluxes of air
masses are therefore appropriately reflected by conservation of their volume fluxes, with the equal (and opposite)
inwards and outwards ventilation volume fluxes denoted Q.

The model classroom is assumed to have two external walls, of area Ae = (Lc +Wc)Hc and effective thermal
transmittance (U-value) of Ue. It is connected to the outdoors via windows of height Hw which when fully opened
have a total opening area Aw, with Aw = 1.6m2 taken throughout. We assume that airflows, including leakage,
to other indoor spaces within the school are negligible; however, we account for enthalpy exchanges between the
classroom air and the building fabric of the classroom and school buildings via incorporation of a thermal mass term
with our enthalpy equations. The effects of thermal mass are modelled via consideration of a mass Mm = ρmAmPm

with ρm = 1 750 kgm−3 the characteristic density of the thermal mass and Pm the characteristic penetration
thickness (of heat) within it; with exposed area of the thermal mass Am = (Lc +Wc)Hc +Lc ×Wc taken to be the
area of the two internal walls and the area of the floor. Neglecting the thermodynamic effect of humidity transport,
the enthalpy of the air within the classroom evolves, in time t, according to

ρa Va cpa
dTa

dt
= SH − ρa cpa |Q|∆T − UeAe∆T − UmAm(Ta − Tm) , (1)

with Ta and cpa = 1.005 kJkg−1 K−1 being the temperature and specific heat capacity of the classroom air, respec-
tively, and SH the sum of all heat sources within the classroom at any instant. The temperature of the thermal
mass Tm, with its specific heat capacity taken to be cpm = 0.8 kJkg−1 K−1, is determined by solution of

ρmPmcpm
dTm

dt
= Um(Ta − Tm) . (2)

The coupled ordinary differential equations (1) and (2) are solved via forth-order Runge–Kutta methods. In the
case of (1) and (2), the temperature of the thermal mass is initially set equal to the classroom air temperature, i.e.
Tm(0) = Ta(0), with the classroom air temperature initially set to the average of the outside air temperature and
lower limit of the classroom temperature band, i.e. Ta(0) = 0.5(Tout(0) + Tl).

The ventilation volume flux, Q, at any instant is based on the open area of the windows, the pressure coefficients
and the reference wind speed, uref , and the buoyancy and window height. Windows may be opened some fraction
Of , and it is assumed that exchange flows have a loss coefficient, Cd = 0.24 [herein taken to be appropriate 47],
such that the ventilating airflows experience an effective opening area A∗ = Cd Of Aw. Ultimately, the ventilation
flow is determined by

Q = A∗

√

β g∆T Hw + 0.5 dCp u2
ref (3)

where dCp is the effective wind pressure coefficient, or in the cross-ventilated case the difference in pressure coeffi-
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cients between windward and leeward facing windows. We take dCp = 0.2 which lies well within the values expected
based on the full-scale measurements of Gough et al. [48].

To assess the air quality, and the potential for resulting exposures, we model concentrations of exhaled CO2

concentration, C, exhaled viral RNA copies, R, and the concentration of particulate matter PM2.5, P . These are
prescribed to evolve according to

dC

dt
=

SC

Va

−
Q

Va

(C − Cout) , (4)

dP

dt
=

SP

Va

−

(

Q

Va

+ κP +
ηP QF

Va

)

P +
Q

Va

Pout , (5)

and
dR

dt
=

SR

Va

−

(

Q

Va

+ κR + λR +
ηR QF

Va

)

R , (6)

where SC , SP and SR and the sources of CO2 PM2.5 and viral RNA within the classroom, Cout = 400 ppm
(herein taken to be constant) and Pout the concentrations of CO2 and PM2.5 within the air coming in from outside,
κP = 0.4 hr−1[49] and κR = 0.24 hr−1[50] being the effective time scales for PM2.5 and RNA, respectively, with
λR = 0.63 hr−1[50] the viral inactivation/decay rate, ηP = 0.9997 and ηR = 0.999 [see, for example, 51] the removal
efficiencies of the HEPA filter units appropriate for PM2.5 and RNA respectively, and QF the total clean air delivery
rate (CADR) from the HEPA filter units. The initial conditions, required to obtain solutions for (4), (5), and (6)
are C(0) = Cout, P (0) = Pout(0), and R(0) = 0 for the carbon dioxide, PM2.5, and viral RNA copies, respectively.

All parameters, that have not been prescribed constant values above, vary in time or with simulated scenario;
the latter being document in the following section (§2.2). With such parameterisation, in combination with the
initial conditions prescribed, (3) can be solved on each time step and thereafter the system of equations (1), (2),
(4), (5), and (6).

2.1.1. Heating and ventilation control algorithms

Solutions will only yield results representative of a UK classroom if the sources of heating and the ventilation
provision are appropriately parameterised and controlled. Key to achieving this is the prescription of a band of
temperatures within which occupants tolerate the temperature without taking action. For simplicity, we set the
low and high end of this ‘classroom temperature band’ to be Tl = 19 ◦C and Th = 24 ◦C respectively.

The school’s heating system provides a heating input EH to the classroom and is set to provide heating to the
classroom between the hours of 04:00 and 17:00, and only during school days; outside of these days and times the
heating system is inactive and EH = 0. To reflect the nature of central heating systems in many UK classroom (i.e.
largely comprised of water filled radiators), changes in the system output are forced to take time to alter and EH can
only change at a rate of dEHdt = ±3W/s up to the systems maximum heat output within the classroom, EHMax

(see table 1 for the values selected). For example, when starting up, a classroom with a heating system capable of
delivering an output of EHMax = 5kW would take approximately 28minutes to reach full output with the reverse
being true for its cooling down. Based on the current classroom temperature, relative to the classroom temperature
band, the heating system setting is either switched, if T < Tl, so that the heat output is increasing or, if T > Th,
so that the heat output is decreasing — each at a rate of dEHdt = ±3W/s. The system is then left increasing its
heat output (up to EH = EHMax) or decreasing its heat output (down to EH = 0), unless TL ≤ T ≤ TH is satisfied
at which point EH is then held at its current value, until further switching occurs.

The ventilation control is provided by varying the window opening extent. To reflect the manual nature of this,
the window opening fraction Of is prescribed to take one of five discrete (ordered) values Ofs; the first Ofs(1)
(and lowest) set to represent the natural leakage of the classroom building envelope, with the last being unity, i.e.
Ofs(5) = 1, to represent fully opened windows. As the UK government has made efforts to provide CO2 monitors to
each classroom in England [52], the CO2 concentration within the classroom is also taken to provide some influence
over the decisions reflected within our window opening logic — this is enabled by first setting a ‘classroom CO2

band’ with the concentration Cl defining the low end of band and Ch the high end.
At each instant, if T < Tl and C < Ch, the window opening fraction Of is decreased to the next lower value of

Ofs (unless Of = Ofs(1) already). Alternatively Of is increased to the next higher value of Ofs (unless Of = Ofs(5)
already) if either T > Th or C < Cl. To reflect the fact that occupants are unlikely to be constantly checking the
windows, Of remains constant if the window opening fraction has been changed within the last 15minutes.
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2.2. Classroom and scenario parameterisation

2.2.1. Occupancy

The presence of occupants within classrooms provides the very motivation for our study; not only do we investi-
gate occupant exposures, occupants provide significant sources of heat, CO2 PM2.5 and potentially virus too. We
prescribe the impact of occupants to be the same on each school day irrespective of classroom type or scenario. We
define the number of occupants at any instant by N . On each school day, we vary the occupancy linearly with two
people (representative of staff) arriving between 07:00 and 08:00 (such that N = 2 at 08:00), 20 children then arrive
between 08:00 and 09:00, with the classroom fully occupied thereafter — with N = Nmax = 32 — until the lunch
hour when the occupancy decreases to N = 10 at 12:00; the arrival of occupants at the beginning of the school
day is reflected in their leaving at the end of the day with all pupils having left by 16:00 and then two staff leaving
between 16:00 and 18:00. Outside of these hours and on non-school days N = 0.

On average, each occupant is prescribed to: produce a heat input of EO = 60W [e.g. 46]; breathe at a rate
p = 8.82 × 10−5m3s−1; produce CO2 at a generation rate GC = 3.35 × 10−6m3s−1[see 46, 53, for details]; and
generate PM2.5 (via breathing and other activities) at a rate GP = 0.139µg s−1[49]. As such, the sources of CO2

and PM2.5within the classrooms are determined by SC = N GC and SP = N GP , respectively.
To predict the effect of the HEPA filter units on transmission of respiratory infections we consider the SARS-

CoV-2 virus that causes COVID-19. Following Vouriot et al. [30] and Burridge et al. [54], we model the number of
infected occupants I such that when the room is fully occupied a single individual is present, i.e. I = N/Nmax. We
report the number of viral RNA copies, RNAC , via their average per-person production based on the concentration
within an infected person breath, CR = 2.65×105RNAC m−3 [see 50, 55]; giving the RNA source term, SR = I pCR.

2.2.2. Incidental heat loads

Incidental heat loads associated with electric lighting and other electrical equipment are included via the term
EE . Following the classroom ICT equipment heat gains calculator [see the BB 101 calculation tool, 56], we take
the heat load associated with pupil and staff ICT devices, data projector, etc., to be 270W and we take that of
all other electrical devices (e.g. lighting, etc.) to average out at 130W. Therefore during occupied hours we take
EE = 400W and outside of occupied hours we take the residual load to be EE = 40W.

2.2.3. HEPA filter units and classroom CO2 bands

When HEPA filter units are present, they are operational only on school days between the hours of 07:30 and
16:30 during which times they provide a CADR of QF = 0.25m3 s−1 (equivalent to 900m3 hr−1) and consume
EF = 60W of electricity (which is ultimately dissipated as heat into the classroom); otherwise, QF = 0 and
EF = 0. The parameters assumed for the HEPA filter units correspond to the specifications of the two largest
trials/roll-outs of HEPA filters within UK classrooms; namely the Class-ACT study [57] and HEPA filter initiative
currently being led by Hertfordshire County Council [58].

The guidance provided during the pandemic, e.g. SAGE, EMG & SPI-B [59], suggests that CO2 concentrations
below 800ppm might be indicative of good ventilation and those above 1 500ppm might “indicate overcrowding
or poor ventilation and mitigating actions are likely to be required” — we therefore set two threshold values,
C1 = 800ppm and C2 = 1 500ppm, which are used to inform the classroom CO2 band. The scenario of there being
no HEPA filter units present constitutes our first scenario set and our ‘Baseline cases’; here the classroom carbon
dioxide band is defined by Cl = C1 and Ch = C2. In the second scenario set, termed ‘HEPA’, we prioritise the
reduction of the spread of airborne infections and assume that any existing ventilation provisions and behaviours
remain unchanged, and that the CADR of the HEPA filter units be regarded as entirely additional; here again
the classroom carbon dioxide band is defined be Cl = C1 and Ch = C2. In the final scenario set, termed ‘HEPA
Adj[usted]’, we imagine that one wishes to support some reduced natural ventilation provision by the CADR of
the HEPA filter units, with the intention of both reducing respiratory infection but also reducing the heating
energy demand due to uncontrolled heat loss through natural ventilation. Here the classroom CO2 band is set
by Cl − Cout = (C1 − Cout)/max{0, 1 − QF (C1 − Cout)/(NmaxGC)} and Ch − Cout = (C2 − Cout)/max{0, 1 −
QF (C2 − Cout)/(NmaxGC)}, respectively; such that the threshold values are deemed to be representative of the
steady state condition and then adjusted by the full CADR of the HEPA filter units (note that the denominator
being conditioned to take only positive values simply avoids contradictory values for Cl and Ch in cases when
the CADR is greater than the steady ventilation rate required to achieve the threshold values under a steady state
condition). In this final ‘HEPA Adj’ scenario set, the adjusted CO2 thresholds are always well in excess of 5 000ppm
and, as such, are effectively inconsequential.
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2.3. Simulations and scenario parameterisation

2.3.1. Modern construction and Victorian era classrooms

The UK has a range of classrooms each with different architecture, including ventilation openings, and thermal
properties. We consider two large classroom types: one with a design and thermal properties of a classroom of
relatively ‘modern construction’, the other broadly representative of a classroom originating from (or following) a
design of the Victorian era.

With the floor area fixed, as that specified in Department for Education [45], the classroom volume Va, and
the areas of its external wall areas Ae and thermal mass Am are then set by the classroom height, see §2.1. With
this, and the predetermined values specified in §2.1, the thermal properties of the classroom and the air within are
completed upon specification of the characteristic penetration thickness, (of heat) Pm, within the thermal mass,
and the U-values of the external wall and the thermal mass. The U-values of the external walls are taken to
depend on the thermal properties of the wall fabric, determined by Uf , and that of any glazing, Ug, and its area Ag

according to Ue = (Ae − Ag)Uf + Ag Ug. Values to determine all remaining thermal properties of the classrooms
are presented in table 1 with the glazed taken area set to be 30% of the external wall area, i.e. Ag = 0.3Ae [see,
for example, 60], and the thermal properties of glazing taken to be representative of modern double glazing in the
modern construction classroom and single-pane windows in the Victorian era classroom.

2.3.2. Outdoor conditions and the resulting solar gains

Thus far, we have described a set of six scenarios per simulation (three scenarios based on the presence/usage
of the HEPA filter units: {No HEPA/baseline cases, HEPA, HEPA Adj}; each simulated for two classroom types:
{Modern construction, Victorian era}). To examine the potential impacts of the inclusion, and operation, of
HEPA filter units within UK classroom we first validate the model using a full year weather data [61, 62, Test
Reference Year, TRY, data providing timeseries for Tout, uref , and the solar irradiance], and measurements of
ambient particulate matter, Pout, for both London and Leeds [sourced from 63, taking the data for 2023 from the
urban background station in Bexley, London and Central Leeds], see §4. We examine the results of these year-long
simulation and then compare them to results using consistent ‘Specified’ outdoor conditions broadly representative
of a week during school term during both winter and then summer; therein the outdoor temperatures are modelled
to vary sinusoidally between minimum temperatures, TOutMin, at 00:00 and maximum temperatures, TOutMin, at
12:00. Further details of these Specified conditions are provided below, and in table 2; for the particulate matter
PM2.5 outdoor concentrations within the Specified scenarios were taken to be constant at Pout = 6µgm−3.

The TRY data includes appropriate values for the global irradiance, due to the direct and diffuse sunlight, that
impacts a horizontal plane, GI , in each of the two cities for each hour. These global irradiance values were then
modified by a factor, calculated to be ηh = 0.42, to adjust the gain from a horizontal plane to the outside of a
(vertical) window (using the average value of those for North, South, East, and West facing windows) based on
the data of the Chartered Institution of Building Service Engineers [64] Technical Memorandum on solar shading,
which further provided a value for the transmittance of double glazing (often referred to as a G-value) of ηg = 0.56.
For simplicity, these factors were not varied between scenarios nor classrooms such that the solar gains within were
determined by Es = ηhηgGI . Values for GI within the Specified scenarios were taken to be zero outside daylight
hours with the start of the daylight hours set by the time DS and ending at the time DE; within these hours GI

increased to a maximum a prescribed maximum GIMax before then decreases back down to zero — the variation
within daylight hours was determine by one half-cycle of a sinusoid.

Outdoor conditions for CO2 and RNA were taken to be constant at Cout = 400ppm and zero, respectively, for
all scenarios.

2.4. The enthalpy gain term

Given the above, we can now write the source term in the enthalpy equation (1) within the classroom as the
sum of the heat gains from the heating system, occupants, incidental gains (from equipment & lighting), the HEPA
filter units, and the solar gains ES . That is, the source for the enthalpy gain is given by

SH = EH +N EO + EE + F EF + ES . (7)

3. Validation

As discussed (§2.3), we initially test that the model and its parameterisation provide reasonable results by
simulating a full calendar year in the presence of outdoor conditions generated by Test Reference Year weather files
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Parameter/Classroom Modern construction Victorian era Units

Hw 1.0 1.3 [m]

Hc 2.7 4.0 [m]

Ae 41.85 62.00 [m2]

Uf 0.3 1.6 [kWm−2 K−1]

Ag 12.55 18.60 [m2]

Ug 2.0 5.0 [kWm−2 K−1]

Ue 0.81 2.62 [kWm−2 K−1]

Pm 0.10 0.33 [m]

Um 7.70 2.33 [kWm−2 K−1]

EHMax 5.0 8.0 [kW]

Table 1: Values of the various parameters taken to prescribe the thermal and ventilation performance of the two classroom types
examined.

Parameter/Scenario London Leeds Summer Winter

Duration [Days] 365 365 7 7

Time step [s] 180 180 60 60

Outdoor temp data TRY data TRY data Sinusoidal Sinusoidal

TOutMin [◦C] N/A N/A 10 2

TOutMax [◦C] N/A N/A 20 12

Solar irradiance data TRY data TRY data Semi-sinusoid Semi-sinusoid

GIMax [Wm−2] N/A N/A 900 400

DS [time] N/A N/A 05:00 08:00

DE [time] N/A N/A 21:00 16:00

Table 2: Values relevant to the simulations and the parameterisation of outdoor temperatures and solar irradiance for the various
scenarios reported on herein.
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and measurements of particulate matter PM2.5 from official monitoring stations.
Using our access to data measured in UK classrooms enables comparison of the distributions of temperature

and CO2 both monitored in operational classrooms and simulated with our model. The data reported by Vouriot
et al. [30] provides comparison to measurements made in 45 classroom, within 11 different schools (8 primary and
3 secondary), spanning the period November 2015 to March 2020 (i.e. pre-pandemic data); the data reported by
Burridge et al. [29] enables comparison to measurements made in 36 classroom, within 4 different schools (2 primary
and 2 secondary), spanning the period March 2021 to December 2021 (we take only the data from September 2021
to December 2021 as the effects of the pandemic were beginning to ease); whilst the data gathered by the SAMHE
Project [65] during the Autumn term of the academic year 2023-2024 provides measurements provides measurements
gathered by around 300 of the SAMHE monitors deployed to schools. Comparison of the measured and simulated
probability density functions (PDFs) are shown in figures 1 and 2 for CO2 and temperature, respectively; within,
the data measured within operational classrooms are marked by black curves, and histograms present modelled data
— coloured blue for the baseline case, magenta for the HEPA case, and red for the HEPA Adjusted case (we return
to discuss these latter two cases in §4 but for now note that, for both CO2 and temperature, the magenta data from
the HEPA case is almost identical to the blue histogram of the baseline case). The histograms from our baseline
cases (blue) show good agreement to the measured data (black curves) for temperature; the data for CO2 also shows
good agreement at moderate to high concentrations but the measured data shows a sharper peak in concentration
at a value about 200ppm lower than the baseline simulations — to some extent, these differences may arise because
the data of Vouriot et al. [30] includes classrooms with some degree of mechanically controlled ventilation. In
addition Burridge et al. [29] suggested that their data was likely to have been affected by the pandemic causing
more cautious ventilation behaviours within the classrooms and hence lower CO2 concentrations. Although, figures
1 and 2 show data from the simulations based on weather and PM2.5 data for Leeds, the data generated using the
equivalent data for London are broadly similar, e.g. table 4 for an indication.

We further validate our simulations via examination of the total energy within the classroom over the year.
Table 3 shows the results for the simulated classrooms, gain selecting data generated using the weather and PM2.5

data from Leeds. The data shows good agreement with published estimates; for example our simulated Victorian era
classrooms consume around the same energy in heating as that estimated for the average school building [66], with
our modern construction classrooms consuming around 30% less — perhaps it should be expected that classrooms,
which are typically amongst the smaller rooms within schools with high heat gains (e.g. gains associated with
classroom occupancy, etc.), exhibit lower energy consumption than the average over the whole school buildings
as reported by Mohamed et al. [66]. We therefore regard our simple classroom model as capable of generating
realisable environmental conditions and energy consumption scenarios.

4. Results

4.1. Year-long duration simulations

Irrespective of whether one examines the simulations based on the data appropriate for Leeds or London, the
simulations of the Victorian era classroom suggest that around 200 kilowatt-hours per square metre is required
annually to heat the classroom in the baseline case, with the Modern Construction classrooms requiring around
30% less energy for heating. The addition of HEPA filter units adds, just less than, 2 kilowatt-hours per square
metre in all cases. For the ‘HEPA’ scenarios, in which the ventilation algorithm makes no account for the presence
of the HEPA filter units, the heating is little changed (by no more than ±1.7 kWh/sqm, see table 3); as is the case
for the average temperature and CO2 concentrations within classrooms (see table 4). However, for the ‘HEPA Adj’
scenarios, in which the adjusted CO2 thresholds are effectively inconsequential, table 3 shows the energy consumed
by the heating is reduced by 10 − 20 kWh/sqm for the modern construction classroom and 2 − 10 kWh/sqm for
the Victorian era classroom, whilst these classrooms are all 1.5 − 2.0 ◦C warmer — these result from the average
ventilation rate of outdoor air being around 30% less with the average CO2 concentrations increased by around
300 ppm.

The air quality data for the baseline cases show that the average RNA copies are around 10% higher, and
the PM2.5 concentrations are about 10% lower, for the classrooms using Leeds weather data than those using the
London data (see table 4). Differences in the outdoor PM2.5 concentrations in the two cities are one factor for the
PM2.5 results, but so too are the higher ventilation rates in the London simulations (higher, on average, by up to
10%) — perhaps resulting from the slightly higher solar gains and outdoor temperatures appropriate for London.
This higher flow rate would act to dilute the RNA present, but would bring more PM2.5 in from outdoors. However,
this complexity is difficult to disentangle from within these year-long simulations and we return to explore these
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Figure 1: Histograms of the CO2 concentrations within the simulated classroom using the weather and PM2.5 data from Leeds: the
left-hand pane shows the histograms of the modelled data from the Modern construction classroom and the right-hand pane those from
the Victorian ear classroom; both panes include black curves illustrating the PDFs from the measured data (the solid curve marks data
reported within Burridge et al. [29], the dashed curve that reported by Vouriot et al. [30], and the dashed-dotted line marks data from
the SAMHE Project [65]). blue histograms illustrate the baseline cases, the magenta histograms mark the HEPA cases, and red the
HEPA Adjusted cases.

Figure 2: Histograms of the temperatures within the simulated classroom using the weather and PM2.5 data for Leeds: the left-hand
pane shows the histograms of the modelled data from the Modern construction classroom and the right-hand pane those from the
Victorian ear classroom; both panes include black curves illustrating the PDFs from the measured data (the solid curve marks data
reported within Burridge et al. [29], the dashed curve that reported by Vouriot et al. [30], and the dashed-dotted line marks data from
the SAMHE Project [65]). blue histograms illustrate the baseline cases, the magenta histograms mark the HEPA cases, and red the
HEPA Adjusted cases.
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Scenario — Leeds Total energy [kWh/sqm] Heating [kWh/sqm] HEPA energy [kWh/sqm]

Mod. Constr. — Leeds 260.5 137.9 0.0

HEPA 264.1 139.6 1.9

HEPA Adj 246.2 119.7 1.9

Victorian era - Leeds 344.8 198.6 0.0

HEPA 346.2 198.1 1.9

HEPA Adj 346.3 196.2 1.9

Equip energy [kWh/sqm] Solar Gain [kWh/sqm] Occupant energy [kWh/sqm]

Mod. Constr. — Leeds 25.5 49.0 46.2

Victorian era — Leeds 25.5 72.6 46.2

Scenario — London Total energy [kWh/sqm] Heating [kWh/sqm] HEPA energy [kWh/sqm]

Mod. Constr. — London 262.3 137.7 0.0

HEPA 263.0 136.5 1.9

HEPA Adj 256.0 127.6 1.9

Victorian era — London 350.7 201.7 0.0

HEPA 351.0 200.0 1.9

HEPA Adj 345.8 192.8 1.9

Equip energy [kWh/sqm] Solar Gain [kWh/sqm] Occupant energy [kWh/sqm]

Mod. Constr. — London 25.5 50.9 46.2

Victorian era — London 25.5 75.4 46.2

Table 3: Annual energy consumption for the simulated classrooms in Leeds and London, expressed as kilowatt-hour per square meter
of floor area. Selected contributions to the energy consumption are displayed; note that the gains from (non-HEPA) equipment, solar,
and occupants do not alter with the addition, nor operation, of the HEPA filter units.
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aspects when examining the results of the simulations with Specified conditions, see §4.2.
What is more important to draw from table 4 is the potential impact of the HEPA filter units on the classroom

air quality. In the ‘HEPA’ scenarios — for which the energy consumed for heating is little changed — the particulate
matter PM2.5 is reduced, from the baseline cases, by -41% to -43%, and RNA copies by -42% to -46%. In the ‘HEPA
Adj’ cases — for which the energy consumed for heating was reduced by as much as -12% — the particulate matter
reductions increase to be within the range -49% to -52% whilst the reductions in RNA copies decrease slightly,
falling in the range -32% to -35%. These results suggest that the provision of HEPA filter units has the potential
to both improve classroom air quality and reduce heating bills. However, particularly the results for the required
heating, vary depending on whether a modern construction or Victorian era classroom is simulated and based on
the local weather data. In the following section, we examine the robustness of our findings by carrying out Specified
simulations of one week’s duration and with more consistent outdoor conditions.

4.2. Specified simulations

The details of the conditions imposed which constitute our ‘Specified’, one-week duration, simulations were
presented in §2.2. The modern construction and Victorian era classrooms, examined in §4.1, remain unchanged.
These shorter duration simulations allow insights from graphical exploration of the time series data with figure 3
showing data from a week-long simulation of winter-like conditions and figure 4 shows the equivalent for summer-like
conditions — we arbitrarily choose to include plots of the modern constructions classroom only, and note that the
trends are broadly mimicked in the data from simulations of the Victorian era classroom. In both figures 3 and 4
the left-hand column of three panes show data only from the baseline cases, in the right-hand column data from
the ‘HEPA’ and ‘HEPA Adj’ scenarios are overlaid within the three panes.

The middle-left panes in figures 3 and 4 show the relevant temperatures within the simulations. The outdoor
temperature is marked by the black curve which varies sinusoidally in both seasons, as described in §2.2; cyan
and magenta horizontal lines mark the lower and upper limits of the classroom temperature band, respectively.
As expected, since there is no classroom cooling (air conditioning) within the model, the classroom temperature
(marked by the blue curve in the middle-left panes of figures 3 and 4) is always above the outdoor temperature,
but is influenced by the outdoor temperature via heat loss across the external walls and the ventilating flow of
outdoor air. This can be seen (bottom-left panes) to increase during occupied hours as windows are opened
more widely in response to the classroom conditions (note that the ventilation rate attained is itself coupled to the
classroom–outdoor temperature difference, with lower rates attained when the difference is smaller in summer). The
classroom temperature is further influenced by the thermal mass (red curve in the middle-left panes), according to
coupled equations (1) and (2), and the heat loads — these are illustrated in the top-left panes. Under summer-like
conditions (figure 4) occupancy and solar gains dominate, but with simulation of winter-like conditions the top-left
pane of figure 3 shows that gains from the heating system, which are coupled to the classroom temperature (via
the algorithm described in §2.1.1). All of this, in both scenarios, results in classroom temperatures that, during the
school week, never drift outside the temperature bands by more than a few degrees.

The right-hand column of figures 3 and 4 depict the air quality metrics for the classrooms, with the data from
the base-line case marked by blue curves. These shows elevated CO2 levels during each school day (top-right panes)
that, due to a combination of the classroom’s modern construction and the window openings, never exceed CO2

concentrations of 1 000ppm in either scenario, and exhibit dips in concentration during the (lower occupancy) lunch

Scenario Temp, T a [◦C] Vent, Q [m3 s] CO2, C [ppm] PM2.5, P [µgm−3] RNA, R [RNAc m
−3]

Mod. Constr. 20.9 { 21.4 } 0.36 { 0.38 } 709 { 681 } 6.52 { 7.26 } 57.7 { 53.3 }

HEPA 20.9 { 21.5 } 0.36 { 0.38 } 705 { 680 } 3.75 { 4.27 } 31.1 { 30.0 }

HEPA Adj 22.7 { 22.9 } 0.24 { 0.30 } 1068 { 938 } 3.03 { 3.56 } 40.1 { 37.0 }

Victorian era 20.3 { 21.5 } 0.34 { 0.38 } 712 { 667 } 6.53 { 7.26 } 58.9 { 51.7 }

HEPA 20.4 { 21.5 } 0.34 { 0.38 } 708 { 667 } 3.74 { 4.29 } 31.7 { 29.9 }

HEPA Adj 22.1 { 22.7 } 0.25 { 0.30 } 895 { 799 } 3.19 { 3.73 } 38.3 { 35.3 }

Table 4: Average environmental and air quality metrics within the classrooms from the year-long simulations using the weather and
particulate matter data for Leeds, with values obtained using the London data included within the curly braces. All averages are taken
during the times 09:00–16:00 [28], and on school days only.
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Figure 3: Simulation of winter-like conditions.

Figure 4: Simulation of summer-like conditions.

Figure 5: Time series data from week-long duration simulations of a modern construction classroom, during: a) winter-like conditions,
and b) summer-like conditions. The top-left pane shows the energy usage within the classroom, including the energy usage broken down
by a variety of sub-usages; the middle-left pane shows the temperature data; and the bottom-left the ventilation rate — these three
panes in the left-hand column show data from the baseline case whilst the three panes in the right-hand column also have data from
the ‘HEPA’ and ‘HEPA Adj’ scenarios. The top-right and middle-right panes shows the classroom CO2 and PM2.5 concentrations,
respectively; and the bottom-right shows the concentration of RNA copies within the classroom.
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hour — these dips in concentration are evident in all three of the air quality metrics. The middle-right pane of
figure 4 shows that outside of school hours the classroom PM2.5 concentrations lie close to (but just below) the
ambient level of Pout = 6µgm−3 because the classroom remains relatively well ventilated even overnight; during
school hours, concentration increase marginally in the presence of the occupants and their activities. Overnight
PM2.5 concentrations are lower under winter-like conditions as the lower nighttime ventilation rates allow the effect
of settling to be more evident but during school hours, PM2.5concentrations attain very similar levels to those
in summer. The trends in the concentration of RNA copies, noting that the prevalence of an infected person is
not adjusted between scenarios, are similar with concentrations peaking between 70–90RNAc m

−3 under both the
winter- and summer-like conditions.

Most interesting to explore from the right-columns of figures 3 and 4 is the impact of the presence and operation
of the HEPA filter units. Firstly, the addition of the HEPA filter units without any change in the ventilation
provision of outdoor air has no impact on the CO2 levels under either condition (see the magenta dashed curves
in the top-right panes of figures 3 and 4 lie on top of the solid blue curves). This remains the case even when
the CADR of the HEPA filter units is accounted for within the classroom CO2 bands influence on the ventilation
opening strategy (see the red dotted curves marking the ‘HEPA Adj’ scenario) since conditions are such that the
windows are fully opened during the school days under summer-like temperatures. However, the same data in
the top-right pane of figure 3 shows CO2 concentrations are further elevated in the ‘HEPA Adj’ scenario during
winter-like conditions as the CADR of the HEPA units can be used to offset a reduction in the ventilation supply of
outdoor air, and hence reduce the heating needs of the classroom. Table 5 shows that for the modern construction
classroom under winter-like conditions the heating needs are reduced by around -45%, and for the Victorian era
classroom the reduction is around -7%. Moreover, during school hours — when the HEPA filter units are operational
— the reductions in concentration of PM2.5 and RNA copies are significant under both winter- and summer-like
conditions. During summer-like conditions, since the presence of the HEPA filter units never alters the ventilation
the results for the ‘HEPA’ and ‘HEPA Adj’ scenarios are identical with both PM2.5 and RNA copies concentrations
being reduced by about -50% (see table 6). The results for winter-like conditions are more nuanced; the decrease
in the PM2.5 concentrations drops slightly to around -45% while a decrease of around -65% is achieved from when
the CADR of the filter units is accounted for within the ‘HEPA Adj’ scenarios. As to the concentration of RNA
copies, the decreases are lower in both scenarios — to around -45% and -25% for the ‘HEPA’ and ‘HEPA Adj’
scenarios, respectively. These results remain similar for the Victorian era classrooms. Moreover, the results for the
environmental conditions within the classroom within our Specified simulations are similar to, and shed light on,
the more complex trends observed within the year-long simulations using representative outdoor data. Table 6 also
include the exposure potentials to PM2.5 and RNA copies within the classroom, these are simply the integral of
the respective concentration and the breathing rate over the desired duration; here they are presented as potential
exposures per day and the results align with the respective daily average concentrations.

4.3. Predicted exposures in classrooms and extensions to infection risk modelling

The left-hand pane of figure 6 plots the variation in average concentration of RNA copies, with the RNA
source term, SR = I pCR, within the simulated classrooms. Data from a total of 1 404 simulations and scenarios
are included, with the RNA source term taking 153 different values, pseudo randomly varied over four orders of
magnitude centred on the RNA source term value (see, §2.2) used within the reported simulations and scenarios.
The left-hand pane plots the values of the average concentration of RNA copies, R, with the inset showing the
same data on log-log axes. The concentration of RNA copies varies by more than four orders of magnitude with
variations in the RNA source term, and changes in the particular simulation and scenario set-up. For example, at
any given value of the source term SR, the average concentration of RNA copies varies by a factor of two, depending
on the simulation and scenario.

The same data is plotted in the right-hand pane of figure 6, with the total exposure potentials, EX(R) also
plotted, within each simulation and scenario. However, in the right-hand pane all data has scaled on the appropriate
values from the corresponding reported simulation and scenario, i.e. the scaled by the results for that simulation
and scenario set-up but with SR taking the value reported within §2.2. All data is seen to collapse over the range
to the single line, EX(R)/EX(R)b = R/Rb = SR/SRb with the subscript ‘b′ denoting the reported simulations and
scenarios. This result is not unexpected since the coupled ODEs being solved are linear and the control of the
classroom environment is independent of the concentration of RNA copies (deliberately so since we currently lack
the means to measure and report such values to occupants). However, this result is significant since it illustrates
that for any given simulation and scenario tested, one can a posteriori calculate the concentrations and exposures to
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Scenario — winter Total energy [kWh] Heating [kWh] HEPA energy [kWh]

Modern Construction 320.4 187.1 0.0

HEPA 324.6 188.6 2.7

HEPA Adj 239.4 100.6 2.7

Victorian era 473.0 319.4 0.0

HEPA 480.3 324.0 2.7

HEPA Adj 455.6 296.5 2.7

Equip energy [kWh] Solar Gain [kWh] Occupant energy [kWh]

Modern Construction 23.8 42.1 64.7

Victorian era 23.8 62.4 64.7

Scenario — summer Total energy [kWh] Heating [kWh] HEPA energy [kWh]

Modern Construction 280.7 0.0 0.0

HEPA 283.4 0.0 2.7

HEPA Adj 286.1 0.0 2.7

Victorian era 393.1 21.1 0.0

HEPA 395.7 21.1 2.7

HEPA Adj 398.4 21.1 2.7

Equip energy [kWh] Solar Gain [kWh] Occupant energy [kWh]

Modern Construction 23.8 189.5 64.7

Victorian era 23.8 280.7 64.7

Table 5: Weekly energy consumption for the classrooms under the Specified simulation conditions; the top section shows data from the
simulations with winter-like conditions, those from the summer-like conditions are shown below. Selected contributions to the energy
consumption are displayed; note that the gains from (non-HEPA) equipment, solar, and occupants do not alter with the addition, nor
operation, of the HEPA filter units.
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Scenario Temp, T a [◦C] Vent, Q [m3 s] CO2, C [ppm] PM2.5, P [µgm−3] RNA, R [RNAc m
−3]

Winter 21.9 { 20.2 } 0.279 { 0.277 } 731 { 732 } 6.05 { 6.06 } 63.4 { 63.6 }

HEPA 22.0 { 20.3 } 0.280 { 0.280 } 730 { 731 } 3.28 { 3.27 } 34.9 { 34.9 }

HEPA Adj 23.1 { 22.1 } 0.124 { 0.184 } 1169 { 938 } 2.18 { 2.66 } 48.4 { 42.5 }

Summer 26.2 { 27.6 } 0.224 { 0.264 } 808 { 742 } 6.07 { 6.06 } 76.3 { 65.5 }

HEPA 26.3 { 27.7 } 0.225 { 0.265 } 806 { 741 } 2.98 { 3.21 } 38.6 { 35.7 }

HEPA Adj 26.3 { 27.7 } 0.225 { 0.265 } 806 { 741 } 2.98 { 3.21 } 38.6 { 35.7 }

Scenario PM exposure [µg Day−1] RNA exposure [RNAC Day−1]

Winter 13.5 { 13.5 } 141 { 141 }

HEPA 7.3 { 7.3 } 78 { 78 }

HEPA Adj 4.8 { 5.9 } 108 { 94 }

Summer 13.5 { 13.5 } 170 { 146 }

HEPA 6.6 { 7.1 } 86 { 79 }

HEPA Adj 6.6 { 7.1 } 86 { 79 }

Table 6: Average environmental & air quality metrics, and exposures from simulations under the Specified conditions; data shown for
the Modern Construction classroom, with the data from Victorian era classroom included within the curly braces. All averages and
exposure potentials are taken during the times 09:00–16:00 [28], and on school days only.

Figure 6: The variation in average concentration of RNA copies, and potential exposures, with the RNA source term, SR = I pCR.
In each figure black crosses, ×, mark the results from the set of our 24 reported simulations and scenarios (i.e. for three HEPA based
scenarios in both a Modern Construction and Victorian era classrooms, each simulated with year-long simulations using data for London
and for Leeds, and Specified winter and summer conditions); all other data plotted, mark results from the 24 simulations and scenarios
with differing values taken for the RNA source term. The RNA source termed was randomly varied over four decades of magnitude and
the red data marks 80 different RNA source term values each ran for the Specified winter and summer conditions, green data denotes
results for the 40 values ran with year-long simulations using data for London, and blue data the 30 values using data for Leeds. The
left-hand pane shows the data unscaled, within the same data is inset plotted on log-log axes. The right-hand pane shows the same
data and includes results for the potential exposure to RNA, denoted EX(R) (and marked by plus signs ‘+’), from each simulation —
all data within is scaled on the appropriate values from the corresponding reported simulation and scenario, denoted with the subscript
‘b′.
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RNA, and more generally to any indoor source which can be expected not to influence the control of the classroom
environment, that would arise should a different value for the source have been taken. Examining the source term
SR = I pCR, we see it is linear in the number of infectors within the class (the occupying population), their breathing
rate, and the concentration within exhaled breath. It is worthy to consider the number of infectors within the class
I, relative to the class size N , as being linked to prevalence the occupying population locally, in our reported case
we took the prevalence within the classroom to be 1/32 ≈ 0.03.

As to infection risk modelling, figure 6 demonstrates the potential ‘dose’ within the classroom is linear with
the source term for a given parameterisation of a given disease and its source term. Moreover, when modelling
airborne infection risk via Wells-Riley based approaches [see, 67, 68], the form of equation (6) is identical to the
quanta conservation equation, e.g. see [54], so that, when the quanta generation rate, q, is taken to be constant
(as is typical in most cases), equation (6) can be multiplied by q/CR so that the source term then relates to
quanta generation rate. As such, and given the understanding confirmed by consideration of figure 6, one can
re-express the results of any simulation generated by the model a posteriori, i.e. manipulate the RNA source term
to concern the quanta generation rate and/or alter its magnitude, to determine the potential ‘dose’ arising from
any airborne disease prevalence and parameterisation, or quantify all of the inputs required to directly model the
airborne infection risk using Wells-Riley based approaches.

5. Discussion

The results of the 24 simulations and scenarios are summarised in table 7, expressed as a percentage change
from the results from the baseline classroom scenario, i.e. without any HEPA filter units having been provided.
Results for the energy consumption of the HEPA filter units are reported with respect to the energy consumption
of classroom heating — these results are excluded for the simulations of summertime conditions since the heating
consumption was either zero, or inconsequentially small.

Results for the HEPA scenario, where the opening/closing of windows was altered due to the presence of the
HEPA filter units, are relatively simple to interpret: changes in the heating consumption are always small (never
more than 1%) and the cost of running the HEPA filter units is 1%–1.5% of the heating cost; CO2 remains largely
unchanged; and both PM2.5 and RNA are reduced significantly (reductions of consistently between -40% and -
50%). However, the results for the HEPA Adjusted scenarios, in which the CADR of the HEPA units can be used
to offset a reduction in the ventilation supply of outdoor air, are more nuanced. Since, on average, there is less
ventilation provided to the classrooms in these scenarios the of concentrations excess of CO2 increase significantly,
but the reductions in RNA concentration decrease in magnitude (typically to between -30% and -40%) due to the
HEPA filters. Since there are both indoor and outdoor sources of PM2.5 the magnitude of the reductions increase
in the HEPA Adjusted scenarios (typically to between -50% and -60%). The impact of adding HEPA filters and
considering their CADR to be a factor in determining the opening and closing of windows, i.e. the HEPA Adjusted
scenarios, is the most subtle result and varies significantly between the Modern construction and Victorian era
classrooms. Modern construction classrooms might be expected to reduce the energy consumption of heating by
between -5% and -15%; Victorian era classrooms might reduce heating energy costs by around -5% or just simply
offset the running of the HEPA filter units themselves.

The results presented here are for a simple model in a small number of scenarios, but do consider key factors
including classroom type, geographical location and window behaviours. However, as a modelling study there are
a number of limitations which are important to note. As a zonal model, the simulations do not incorporate detail
of spatial variability which would affect the actual ventilation flow patterns, pollutant concentration and thermal
comfort experienced in real settings. In reality there would likely be greater variability in some of the parameters,
particularly around ventilation behaviours which will depend more on individual preferences and understanding
than can be incorporated in the model. Similarly the relative indoor and outdoor PM2.5 sources, the particular
classroom design and occupancy, and the selection of particular HEPA filter units and their usage would all affect
school specific findings. Nevertheless, the results give a good insight into the relative impact of different parameters
and where the trade-offs are likely to lie when selecting approaches for improving air quality in school classrooms.

6. Conclusions

The CHEPA model is suitably fast for coupled IAQ and dynamic thermal modelling of classrooms in the
presence, and otherwise, of standalone HEPA filter units. The outputs from the model compare well with data
measured in classrooms. The addition of HEPA filter units was predicted to reduce PM2.5 concentrations by around
-40% to -60%, depending on the classroom type and its operation in the presence of HEPA filter units — these
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Change wrt to baseline heating Change in Change in

Scenario Simulation Heating HEPA Excess CO2 PM2.5 RNA

HEPA 1-Yr (Leeds) 1% {0%} 1.4% {1.0%} -1% {-1%} -42% {-43%} -46% {-46%}

HEPA 1-Yr (Lon) -1% {-1%} 1.4% {0.9%} 0% {0%} -41% {-41%} -44% {-42%}

HEPA Winter 1% {1%} 1.4% {0.8%} 0% {0%} -46% {-46%} -45% {-45%}

HEPA Summer — — 0% {0%} -46% {-47%} -45% {-45%}

HEPA Adj 1-Yr (Leeds) -13% {-1%} 1.4% {1.0%} 119% {61%} -54% {-51%} -31% {-35%}

HEPA Adj 1-Yr (Lon) -7% {-4%} 1.4% {0.9%} 92% {49%} -51% {-49%} -31% {-32%}

HEPA Adj Winter -46% {-7%} 1.4% {0.8%} 133% {63%} -64% {-56%} -24% {-33%}

HEPA Adj Summer — — 63% {0%} -56% {-47%} -33% {-45%}

HEPA Average 0% {0%} 1.4% {0.9%} -1% {0%} -44% {-44%} -45% {-45%}

HEPA Adj Average -22% {-4%} 1.4% {0.9%} 102% {43%} -56% {-51%} -29% {-36%}

Table 7: Summary of the relative impacts across scenarios, classrooms and simulations when adding HEPA filters with no adjustments
to ventilation (HEPA), and with the opening of windows being adjusted to reflect the CADR of the HEPA filter units (HEPA Adj).
All values are percentage change relative to the baseline in each case for Modern Construction classrooms, with the values within curly
parenthesise being those for Victorian era classrooms. Energy data for the summer simulations are omitted since these are either zero
or inconsequential, see table 5 showing the energy consumed by the HEPA units is equal in summer and winter. The last two rows
present simple averages across the four simulation types examined. NB: all values concerning PM2.5 and RNA apply equally to daily
average and to exposures.

predictions are broadly inline with measurements made in operational classrooms within the UK [57, 69–71] —
reductions in the concentrations of RNA copies were predicted to fall in the approximate range -30% to -50%. It is
noteworthy that the reductions in PM2.5 were higher when the ventilation to the classroom was reduced, by taking
into account the CADR of the HEPA filter units within decisions regarding the opening and closing of windows;
however,the opposite was true of RNA concentration with these seeing the greatest reduction when the ventilation
of the classroom remained unaltered by the presence of the HEPA filter units. Moreover, the strategy of accounting
for the CADR of the HEPA filter units within decisions regarding the opening and closing of windows also offered
the potential for significantly reduce (1%–13%) the energy consumption of the classroom heating in their presence.

Assuming gas heating, and taking the current energy price caps within the UK [£0.29 per kWh for electricty
and £0.07 per kWh for gas 72], the year-long simulations predict that in the baseline case each classroom cost
£550–£770 to heat (primarily dependent of classroom type). The electricity costs of running the HEPA filter units
would be about £30 per year. Should the classroom ventilation be reduced, by taking into account the CADR of the
HEPA filter units within decisions regarding the opening and closing of windows, then the savings on the heating
costs would be predicted to fall in the range £10–£80 — however, to achieve these savings, without exacerbating
risk due to unintended consequences, would require significant education and training of classroom staff. These
costs should also be viewed in the context that purchasing adequate HEPA filter units for a classroom can cost
in the range of £1 000–£2000, and replacement filters often cost £50–£100 with these needing replacement every
year, or so. Moreover, these units presents logistical challenges to deploy (including access to power sockets and
health and safety considerations like trailing cables), take up space within classrooms, and increase noise levels
within classrooms. However, consideration of their inclusion within classrooms is worthy of consideration given
their potential to improve classroom air quality.

Finally, neither the CHEPA model nor this paper seeks to endorse nor promote the use of standalone HEPA
filter units in classrooms — the intention is to provide suitably accurate methods to objectively estimate the
potential impacts of their deployment. If ambient air quality, particularly in urban environments, were significantly
improved and schools provided with upgraded ventilation systems and strategies, then standalone HEPA filter units
in classroom need not be a consideration; however, achieving either of these aspirations involves financial, time,
and logistical implications that are many order of magnitudes greater than those involved in deploying HEPA filter
units. As such, considered and balanced investment decisions are required by schools, their authorities, and our
governments. The CHEPA model is intended to help support these decisions, which would be best achieved by
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deploying access to the model via a tool that is usable for schools, their authorities and governments, and provides
appropriately interpretable results — work to deliver this tool is underway.
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